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UNDP
• UNDP is the world’s development agency, providing capacity
development support to countries around the world for achievement of
development goals. We support development cooperation through our
activities in 177 countries. UNDP is the UNs largest provider of
assistance in the area of energy and environment, with over 100
sustainable energy projects in over 80 countries valued at over US$1.6
billion. Programme Areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Poverty Reduction
Energy & Environment
Democratic Governance
Crisis Prevention and Recovery
Women’s Empowerment and Gender
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UNDP in Saudi Arabia
•

UNDP has been in Saudi Arabia since 1966. For almost
50 years, UNDP and Saudi Arabia cooperated through
technical assistance helping to achieve national
development goals.

•

UNDP Country Programme (2012-2016) includes 15
projects with $15million/year for: (i) social/youth
empowerment, (ii) energy and environment, (iii) economic
diversification beyond oil.
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Global Renewables Landscape
• Primary energy demand will grow 36% by 2035 with
developing countries accounting for 93% of this. According to
the World Energy Outlook, by 2035 renewable energy shares
will range between 15-26% for primary energy and 23-46% for
electricity generation. Fossil fuels remain central in primary
energy and electricity, but share in the energy mix will decline
as renewable energy increases in share.

• Can be harnessed to achieve social equity and poverty
reduction goals as well. More than 1.3 billion people lack
access to electricity. At least 2.7 billion are without clean
cooking facilities.
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Global Renewables Landscape
• From 2005-2010 Solar PV saw 72% average annual growth
rate globally, while Solar PV Grid saw 81% growth and Wind
Power saw 25% average annual growth. (REN21)

• Renewables now makes up 17% of global energy
consumption, with renewables growing strongly in end-use
sectors: power, heating/cooling, and transport. In power,
renewables made up half of new capacity in 2011. Wind and
solar PV were 40% and 30% of new capacity. In 2011,
renewable capacity was up 8% from 2010. Renewables were
more than 25% of global power-generating capacity. (REN21)

• Must also be harnessed to achieve poverty reduction goals.
More than 1.3 billion lack access to electricity; 2.7 billion
without clean cooking facilities.
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Renewable Investments
• Global new investment in renewables up 17% from 2010 to a
record $257 billion in 2011, six times that in 2004. (REN21)

• Emerging economies led growth trends. During 2005-2010
growth was 106% in China, 88% in South Korea, 85% in
Turkey, 42% in Brazil, 31% in India. China continues to be the
largest investor, while India in 2011 had the fastest expansion
of any large renewables market, with 62% growth from 2010.

• This has been driven by aggressive policies to diversify
energy supply and demand and expand renewable markets.
This global expansion is also leading to market efficiencies
with solar PV modules have dropped in price globally by 60%
since 2008 and further technological innovations expected.
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Clean Technology Saw
Record $386 Billion Market-Cap in 2010

Source: Cleantech Group
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Clean-Tech #1 in Venture Capital

Huge opportunities to invest in new clean-tech markets and engage new
business models that are both profitable and have positive development
impacts for growth of added-value high-tech knowledge economy.
What some call single largest market opportunity in the 21st century.
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Renewable Energy in the Arab Region
• Globally, over 100 countries have set new renewable energy targets,
defined by increased share in overall energy mix and electricity generation.

• The Arab region is known as the world’s oil capital, but a less know trend
is its role as home to some of the fastest energy intensity growth. As
Arab countries have diversified economies beyond oil, energy intensity has
surged owing to rapid emergence of heavy industry and urban expansion.

• In turning to sustainable energy solutions, the region seeks to take
advantage of its leading solar radiation. A surge of renewable energy
policies and projects are taking shape, as countries seek to reinvest record
oil export revenues to set the foundations for a more sustainable future.
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Renewable Energy in the Arab Region
• National policy reforms can support market transformation to a
sustainable energy economy, removing regulatory barriers that sustain
fossil fuel use and hinder development of clean energy options.

• Policies include: enhancing regulatory frameworks, tariff structures and
market incentives, stimulating business innovation and private sector
participation, enhancing design and targeting of energy subsidies to
remove barriers to expansion of clean technologies, and phased
introduction of low-emission technologies.

• National renewable energy targets have been set in several Arab
countries in recent years, from 5% of total energy mix in UAE, to 20% in
Egypt and Saudi Arabia, and 45% in Morocco. There are now over $20b of
renewable energy projects now taking shape across the region.
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Renewable Energy in the Arab Region
• Saudi Arabia for example has made public elements of a new National
Renewable Energy Plan, with $100billion to be mobilized to rapidly expand
solar energy, to 20% of the energy mix by 2030. In UAE, progress is being
made on the world’s largest concentrated solar power (CSP) plant,
alongside the positive rise of the International Renewable Energy Agency.

• Further, unless the right to energy and issues of social equity are in policy
frameworks, clean energy innovations could bypass the poor who can
benefit most from access to modern, clean energy. This is particularly
important in the Arab region, where approximately 40% of the poor lack
adequate access to energy services.

• In Egypt, the Occupied Palestinian Territories, Sudan and Yemen for
example, a significant part of the population falls below the poverty line and
lacks access to sustainable energy. In Sudan and Yemen electrification
rates are as low as 25%.
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Renewable Energy in the Arab Region
• The prospective shift to sustainable energy
would reduce energy intensity of growth,
stabilize or reduce per capita greenhouse gas
levels, and possibly create clean energy as a
source of youth employment and a future
knowledge economy sector.

• Opportunity also to integrate new clean energy
focus in growing outward direct investments
(ODI), official development assistance (ODA).
The Arab region is a large global source of
ODA/ODI and sustainable energy could emerge
as a strategic element of this.
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UN Partnerships
• UN General Assembly resolution
on Sustainable Energy for All to
promote action. Global roll-out at
2012 World Energy Summit, UAE

• Partnerships: more than 50
countries have joined, private
sector comitted more than $50
billion, multilateral organizations
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The 3 Goals
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Country Action Process
Country Opt-In

• Government
expresses interest to
join SE4ALL
• Ministry focal point
identified
• Initial dialogues beginsome with SE4ALL
visits
• Cross-sectoral/multistakeholder buy-in
and consultation

Stock-taking &
Gap Analysis
• Situation analysis &
stock taking (Rapid
Assessment/Gap
Analysis undertaken
• Potential high impact
opportunities for
scaling up and
acceleration
identified
• Multi-stakeholder
consultations,
verification, and
identification of
potential partners
1-2 months

National Action
Plans &
Programmes
• Nationally tailored
goals
• Preparation of SE4ALL
implementation plan
• Development of a
portfolio of investment
national and regional
programs
• Enabling frameworks
• Capacity building
• Matchmaking/identifica
tion of multistakeholder partners
• Financing access
• Monitoring &
accountability
frameworks
6-18 months

Implementation
& Monitoring

• Investment and
implementation
• On-going capacity
building and other
technical support
• Monitoring and
feedback
• Knowledge sharing

10-20 years
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A Platform for Collaborative Action
Sectoral Action Areas
A

B

C

Modern cooking
appliances and fuels
Distributed electricity
solutions

D

E

Large scale renewable
power
Industrial and agricultural
processes

F

Transportation
G

Buildings and appliances

Grid infrastructure and
supply efficiency

Enabling Action Areas
W
X
Y
Z

Energy planning and policies
Business model and technology innovation
Finance and risk management
Capacity building and knowledge sharing
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UNDP Cooperation Modalities

1
2
3
4

Policy dialogues and global best practices from
our work in over 177 countries
Capacity development for sustainable energy
strategies, policies and institutions.
Development of partnership frameworks for financing,
technology development/transfer, public-private action
Mobilizing sustainable energy investments and project
implementation support
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UNDP Capacity development methodologies
Capacity assessments: mapping
capacity assets and needs;
Capacity development strategies:
support the formulation of national capacity
development strategies and provide policy
and technical services;
Costing capacity development and
facilitating advocacy for investments
required in national capacity development;
Monitoring and evaluation of capacity
development so that countries can track
progress in capacity development.

Capacity development process

Step 1
Engage
stakeholders

Step 5
Evaluate
CD

Step 4
Implement CD
Strategies

Capacity
Development
Process

Step 2
Assess capacity
assets and
needs

Step 3
Formulate
CD Strategies
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Framework to assess RE capacities
necessary for the successful
creation, management and review
of policies, legislations, strategies
and programmes.

most common issues
identified by UNDP

provide an initial
focus to the
assessment
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Capacities at stages of RE development
Learning curve for technology innovation

R&D
Diffusion

Capacity
Development

Demonstration

Deployment

Activities required to ensure accelerated development,
deployment and diffusion & capacity building
Required enabling activities and capacity building activities
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Source: Adapted from UNFCCC & UNDP, handbook for Conducting Technology Needs Assessment for Climate Change Advanced Copy, Sep. 2009
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UNDP Case Study

• UNDP Capacity Building for Rapid Commercialization of
Renewable Energy in China ($75 mill; 1997-2007)
- Capacity assessment institutional, policies, human resources
- Designed Renewable Energy Law; action plans for solar, wind, biomass
- Undertook RE mapping for solar and wind resources and supporting pilot solar,
wind and industry-scale biomass investment projects
-

Public-private partnerships with the Government and the China Renewable
Energy Industry Association; 1000s local firms leading technology production
- Helped design market-based incentives and policies for both supply/demand
side; rapid commercialization of RE technology solar, wind and biomass

- China now a world leader in RE production and use, with success of its system
based on strong foundation of policy, institutional, human capacities
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New Partnerships in Arab Region?

•

Opportunity now exists to bring global best practices to
the Arab region in a time of rapid expansion of renewables
ambitions and investments.

•

Expansion of renewables can help the Arab region become
a sustainable energy leader and reduce dependence of
local growth on fossil reserves, saving them for future
export revenues and social development initiatives.

•

Developing a new renewable sector will support emergence
of high-tech knowledge economy for future youth
employment.
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New Partnerships in Arab Region?
•

UNDP focused on expanding support to sustainable energy
in the Arab region, stands ready to work with partners.

•

UNDP can support development of institutional, policy,
human capacities to effectively make transition to
sustainable energy future.

•

UNDP can help design new sustainable energy laws,
policies, regulations to address supply and demand side
needs across sectors (power, industry, buildings, transport).

•

UNDP can help facilitate public-private partnerships with
global industry for finance and technology transfer.
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Thank You!
Contact us for partnerships.

Kishan Khoday
Deputy Resident Representative
United Nations Development Programme
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
kishan.khoday@undp.org
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